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Elements: Color & Shape 

Principles: Pattern 

Materials:  

 12” x 12” gray construction paper 

 10” x 10” white construction paper 

 Acrylic paint (dries glossier than tempera) 

 Water to rinse brush between colors (in cups/jars) 

 Brushes 

 Glue 

 Heart Templates (optional) 

 Newsprint or paper (for under art) 

 Small 2” x 3” rectangles of gold paper (or use gold glitter on yellow 

paper) 
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Instructions: 

1. Search for images of The Legend of Claddagh. Talk about what that symbol means. 

Also search for art by Austrian pattern artist, Gustav Klimt (see below). 

2.  Show students the art sample. Talk about the use of patterned line in art. 

3. Use heart template to lightly trace heart onto white paper. If you’re not using 

templates, have students fold paper and cut a curved line from bottom corner, all 

the way to the side, then the top, and lastly curve downwards. 

4. Have students cut out big heart shapes. 

5. Trace heart shape onto gray paper with bottom point at the center bottom of 

page, to allow for the crown to be added later. 

6. Paint background paper using patterns (no need to paint center of paper where 

heart will be glued. 

7. Once background is painted, have students paint their hearts. They can make 

their patterns symmetrical OR asymmetrical. After painting, immediately put 

brushes into water, so the paint doesn’t dry on them. 

8. When the hearts are finished, glue them onto the background paper. 

9. Have students cut a zig zag line at the top of the gold paper to make a crown. 

10. Glue the crown down, leaving a triangle of background space showing underneath 

it. 

11. Have students write their names on the back of heart art and clean up. 
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